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torn open.

forgive /
christina guldi

pool party / sarah marian seltzer
Sherry ought to have been having a good time at Jessica’s pool party, sashaying
around in her caftan and oversized shades, but the dead girl at the bottom of the
jacuzzi made it hard. The submerged body, a sleepy odalisque, a greek statue in a
string bikini, lay on the bottom step in the fetal position. Every few minutes, while
Sherry walked back and forth with margaritas in her hands or crunching on those
addictive lime-flavored corn chips, she’d peer over at the hot tub and catch a
glimpse of her limbs forming a giant letter “G,” like Gucci. Or Gabbana. Guests
congregated at the area where the poolside pebbles met the wooden deck slats, at a
respectful distance from the corpse and closer to the grill. Sherry respected their
zest for life, but for her it was a downer.
Finally, while sitting on a deck chair with her legs gracefully stretched out to
reveal her new pedicure, Sherry shored up enough liquid courage to ask Jessica’s
boyfriend, Steve B, what the deal was with the figure beneath the ripples.
He volunteered that the girl, named Marina (of course, thought Sherry, with a name
like that) had been hanging out, taking shots on the deck a few weeks ago—and out of
nowhere announced that she was crawling into the hot tub for a permanent break. It
was so warm, she’d told them.
“We tried to talk her out of it, poor thing,” said Steve B. “I mean Steve over there
practically pinned her back, and look at the guns on that guy.” He referred of course
to Steve C, manning the grill. But, Steve B continued, Marina had been so truly
determined, and everyone knows no number of interventions and pleas can stop someone
if they’re dead set on a self-destructive path. People have to make their own
choices, and so on. Did Sherry feel him?
It was true, Sherry acknowledged.
"She was like way more tan back then,” said Steve B, nostalgic for Marina’s short
life. “Chlorine can bleach a person out.”
“What’s going to happen to her?” asked Sherry, rapidly losing her buzz. “How has she
just stayed there?”
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“We couldn’t get her out,” said Steve B. “She just put her hands under her head like
a pillow, lay down, and stuck like stone. She’s like, a fixture now.”

Sherry sensed that she was bumming Steve out by dwelling on the Marina situation. She
released him to go mingle; Steve was a champion mingler.
Now she sat alone by the pool and pulled her caftan tight. In the water, her
reflection wobbled, a smear of girl on the surface. Her thoughts, like magazine
pages, turned to all the calories in those margaritas, and sobering up for the drive
home; yet the image of Marina entombed down there by herself, the whirr of the hot
tub just above her, coaxed a sigh or two from her lips.
It frightened her a little bit, how quickly she got the idea to join Marina on the
bottom step, curled up like a child and eternally sudsy, and how firmly the idea
stayed. She envisioned a dozen young women lying marbled in a row beneath the
swirling waters, each one joining the next. Tinkling, laughing splashing sounds would
serenade them, above the surface of their peace. Her heart twisted, then got the
dropping feeling, like when she came to a party like this to rendezvous with some guy
specifically and he finked on her—and all the bubbles inside her turned flat.
Fortunately she hadn’t had any plans like that today. A stray strand of wind rustled
her hair; she recollected that there would be nights, too, when Jessica and her
parents turned off the heat, the whirlpool and the porch lights, and the only
whooshing sound then would come from the cold air moving across the dead leaves and
rainwater on the rubber jacuzzi cover, or the rustle of animals in the well-kept
hedges and trees.
Sherry considered whether being eternally alabaster underneath the surging jets was
worth such solitary nights.
She shivered and concluded only this: that the thing to do now would be put her
thoughts side, eat a hot dog, and then get Steve C to sleep with her. And never one
to deviate from a plan, she did.
But even as the boy’s warm living hand moved up her leg in the car, she could feel
her skin turning pearly and hard, and her breathing slowing as her lungs filled with
chlorine.
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a day at the beach / alexa doran
The word rolls off my tongue, rape.
Is that what happened? Is it that easy
to imagine, mother, that with six eyes
boring into me I said yes, more?
Can you smell the beer on my thighs,
the July air through the Chevrolet window?
Yes, there’s more. Thirty blood flushed
fingers, the damp threads of my bikini, the sign
outside Friendly’s that says only: free. I focus
on the cigarette stains in the headrest, wonder
if what the chemistry teacher said is true,
that all it takes is one molecule of anti-bonding
and the whole structure is destabilized. But
you were so sure that I was born this way,
that some daughters leave the womb
as whores. As if there is some kind
of pride that festers when you whisper
over and over, this is not it, never asking
if the dashboard could be the coast
you’ve been trying to cling to, while
water traded sand for space
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looped / meeah cross-williams
Lately, for the last couple of weeks at least, every time Josh came over to sleep with her,
he'd got into the habit of smoking a joint before coming to bed. He said it relaxed him,
made him mellow, got him horny.
Emily could have told him he’d gotten it wrong, but he wouldn’t have believed her.
Actually, the pot made him edgy, paranoid, and insomniac. It kept his dick from getting as
hard as it usually got. It made it more difficult for him to come even as it made him more
desperate to do so.
His hands would roam over her in a greedy, grabbing way, never seeming to come upon what
they were searching for. Eventually, he would give up and throw himself back on the pillows.
He would hold her tightly around the shoulders, pulling her close to his sweaty overheated
body, her own arm bent between them like a broken wing.
He would start talking too loudly, interrupting himself every so often for more water, which
he gulped from a glass he always had ready on the night table.
Every so often he’d jump up to go to the bathroom to refill it. He kept asking her if she
were thirsty.
She always said as politely as possible “no thank you.” No matter how many times he asked
and how many times she refused he didn’t seem to believe it possible that she wasn’t
thirsty.
Why would she lie?

When Emily was just a kid it used to scare her when the adults started drinking. At those
times it was like her childhood became her own personal Twilight Zone episode. Aunts and
uncles who she’d known all her life, who were as safe and familiar to her as her own
parents, suddenly became strangers. Taking off their masks in the basement, where the cold
cut platters were laid out, they became animal-headed beasts out of Egyptian mythology.
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After one of these parties, Emily remembered her mom explaining to her and her sister that
their father had really gotten himself “looped” the night before. She was referring to the
fact that they’d seen her help him, stumbling and incoherent, up the stairs to the bedroom.

She was explaining why he wasn’t at the breakfast table with the rest of them that morning.
Why they could still hear him upstairs snoring even though it was nearly noon.
When he did eventually get up, sometime just before sundown, unshaven, bleary-eyed, and
uncommunicative, staggering directly to the easy chair in front of the television with a
beer in his hand, they already knew why.
“Looped. Daddy really got looped last night.”
The word had a harmless, whimsical, innocuous ring to it. Nothing really bad or scary could
be “looped.”
Emily thought of her favorite cereal, which were Fruit Loops, colorful, festive, crunchy and
overly sweet.

There’s nothing worse than being straight when the whole world is high; it’s even worse than
the opposite.
Josh holds the shriveled end of a joint to her lips, exhales, and asks, “Wanna poke?”
Emily shakes her head, says “no thanks,” or she takes a quick little half-puff, just to be
sociable, the way you kiss a stranger on the cheek at a party. She’s tried it many times but
gets little out of it. For one thing, she can’t inhale. An old boyfriend, Sven the Reagan
Republican, used to scoff at Bill Clinton, but to Emily his story seemed perfectly
plausible. When she tries to suck the fumes into her lungs it sets off a wild coughing jag
until tears and snot are streaming down her face. At first it’s funny and then it’s not.
She remembers her friends back at school forever snatching joints back from her and
complaining, “You’re wasting it!”
The worst part is when he starts asking her if anything is the matter. His voice takes on a
brittle guilty edge. In the dark room, in the quiet, there doesn’t seem any way to say
“nothing is wrong” that doesn’t sound like something is wrong.
She finds herself lying perfectly still, so still you can hear the candles guttering in
their little red bowls doubled in the mirror on the chest of drawers, which certainly
doesn’t help her seem natural, but any move she might make invariably opens her to the risk
of misinterpretation. But just lying there is hardly any better.
“Are you tired?” he asks suspiciously.
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“No, no, not at all.”

“I thought you were falling asleep.”
“I’m not falling asleep.”
“You’re not saying anything.”
“I was just relaxed.”
She can feel him watching her in the dark, looking for a sign. A sign of what? She tries to
keep herself completely blank.
She never knows whether to reach down and start stroking him or not when he gets like this
because if he doesn’t respond that only seems to agitate and frustrate him even more. So,
eventually, she diplomatically moves her hand indifferently onto his thigh. She shifts
slightly so something of her might make contact with his crotch as if by chance. She waits
for a stirring.
“Should I just put the candles out then?” he asks, petulantly. If she says “yes” he would
take it to mean that there’d be no sex after all.
What could she say?
She never knows the right answer.
So she always says something like: “They’re pretty. If you want, you can blow them out. I’d
just as soon leave them on. They aren’t bothering me, though, if that’s what you mean.”
Her sudden, unexpected loquaciousness takes him by surprise. He takes some time to unravel
her largely meaningless jumble of words.
Sometimes he’ll start talking again, asking her silly questions that usually have a sexually
aggressive subtext. He often makes her repeat certain dirty phrases or ridiculous things
that he inexplicably finds hilarious. He makes her answer questions like, “Which do you
think is funnier, a duck wearing a stovepipe hat or a duck wearing a coonskin cap?” He
laughs to himself. He stares at the ceiling, talking randomly about the shadows thrown by
the fan mounted over the bed or suggests that they should visit the planetarium or he’ll
start recalling, in detail, a thoroughly mundane episode from some television show he’d
watched back when he was a kid.
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Emily had nothing against drugs or alcohol or getting high. Whatever got you through this
world, LSD or Roman Catholicism, she considered a perfectly valid formula for surviving
where the lack of any genuine cure for death was the issue. That was her position. What she
thought a crime was when the supposed cure inflamed desire beyond reasonable expectation of

satisfaction while at the same time rendering you incapable of achieving even normal
contentment. She resented this especially when she was being used as the instrument for
achieving pleasure.

Eventually, as the pot starts to wear off, Josh’s cock will revive. She feels it come back
to life against her strategically placed bare thigh. She slips her hand down lazily, but
purposefully; if she isn’t fast enough, he guides it there himself. Soon she’s crouched
between his legs with it in her mouth.
He’ll be rougher her with her than usual, ordering her to rub his balls. He’ll make her stop
and tell him how much she wanted to suck his cock. He’ll push her head down until her lips
touched his belly.
“Take it all,” he’ll growl warningly.
She already has. She has taken all she can take.
His crinkly pubic hairs are tickling the insides of her nostrils.
Doesn’t he realize that? Can’t he feel it?
“I can’t feel you,” he complains.
She feels a flare of anger then. She feels like stopping, taking him out of her mouth,
looking up from between his forked legs and saying, “Of course you can’t feel me. It’s the
pot, stupid. Don’t you realize that? The only way you could feel anything more is if I used
my teeth!”
But she says nothing, just tightens her lips carefully around the base of the shaft, and
does the best she can to make him feel a difference. She moans a lot. She knows he doesn’t
really mean it. He is ordinarily a very gentle, very sweet, very considerate man. It’s the
pot that’s talking. It makes him want not sex, but something beyond sex.
When he finally comes, she forgets everything.
She is simply grateful.
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She would like to say that her father stumbled looped into her room by mistake one night.
She would like to say that he didn’t do anything. He just collapsed, snoring, at the foot of
her bed. That it was comic, if weirdly surreal, like the toucan pictured on the Fruit Loops
box.

She would like to say these things but she can’t.
She can’t because she honestly isn’t sure what she remembers and what she only thinks she
remembers.
She knows that this is a sign of sublimating memories of childhood sexual abuse. She also
knows that it is a sign of imagining such memories because they are suggested to someone who
cannot remember.
The problem admits of no easy solution.
Actually the problem admits of no solution period.
You might say that being sexually abused as a child is about the worst thing that could
happen to you.
But you might argue with equal force that as undeniably bad as being sexually abused as a
child is, not even remembering if you were sexually abused as a child is even worse.
They say that long-term pot use leads to memory loss. What’s her excuse?

“I’m sorry baby,” he says the next morning over eggs and coffee. “I guess I was a little
paranoid in bed last night.”
This would be the time to agree that maybe pot isn’t the great idea he thinks it is.
Instead she shrugs.
“Just a little, I guess.”
“I was a little rough, too, I’m afraid.”
“It’s okay.”
He frowns. “Not it’s not okay. I’m sorry. I got a little carried away. That was some strong
weed. I’ll have to go a little easier on it next time.”
He is wearing the face with she is familiar. The face she loves. His Josh mask. The night
before? Maybe she doesn’t remember it correctly, after all. Maybe she got a contact high.
That can happen. A lot can happen. She decides to forget what she saw last night, if she
even saw it at all. Can you do that? Can you decide not to remember?
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Yes.

Just watch her.
“Would you like some Fruit Loops,” she asks, apropos of nothing.
Apropos of nothing being an expression she is particularly fond of.
“Fruit Loops?” He looks at her over a forked mound of bright yellow scramble.
“Yeah, toasted fruits of O, or something like that. Remember them?”
“We don’t have Fruit Loops, do we?”
“No.”
Josh quirks an eyebrow, looks bemused. It's his Vince Vaughn look. Women, and Emily was no
exception, generally find it charming. He was unaware he did it until she pointed it out to
him and then they joked about it. Now it was hard to tell if he was unaware of doing it or
not.
“What have you been smoking?” he asks. “I want some of that.”
“Remember what Toucan Sam says.”
What did he say anyway? Emily couldn’t remember. She didn’t think she’d bother to look it up
either.
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beauty tips for aussie boys in kerala / anne lévesque
Do not raise your voice at the manager
of the government guesthouse her chaste morningdress red-on-white, the towel
on her left shoulder
for modesty
Do not yell
I have one piece
of advice for you, Lady:
Don’t ever,
ever,
wake anyone up
at six o’clock in the morning
again!
Sneaking out early, returning late,
how else would she get your five measly
majority-world dollars a day?
YOU’RE A RUDE BRAT AND YOU MAKE
ALL FOREIGNERS LOOK BAD
(I think I said)
The manager sits at the end of the table,
after serving idli and coconut chutney.
And chai.
Working on her accounts.
Dressed in silky lilac I saw the cook
adjust the sari at the waist
with care, with love, just perfect:
Going home
for the weekend.
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canada post / anne lévesque
Ball Cap # 1 at the counter,
Maggie’s filling out the money order
For his union dues
Ball Cap # 2 just leaving
Smell of liquor like an aura
Turns: ‘Wassup?’
No, not going back to Fort Mac (#1)
‘Girlfriend just had a baby’2
#2 smirks ‘I got two myself’
Struts out.

you're free / carol smallwood
“Freud said compulsions are a caricature of religion” came out before I
remembered Dr. Bradford was a churchgoer. Still, his expression didn’t change, so
I continued: “When I saw a woman at my uncle’s funeral, I didn’t like her at all
because her days were filled with bazaars and she never let me forget I married
out of the church.”
“Religion’s closely connected with guilt.”
“Ah, come to think of it, she has a past that was never talked about,” and smiled
at Dr. Bradford’s shelves of books in the university counseling room: shelf after
shelf of reassuring reason, waves of words in black and white.
When I got home and let Kitty out, she walked down the stairs and parted the
grass like entering a pool. Every time I even thought of expressing anger like
Dr. Bradford suggested, I expected the floor to open and I’d fall into Hell like
the nuns said.
That weekend I thought of going to the mall but there wasn’t anything I needed
but went anyway and the next day woke up thinking of a cardboard box by the road—
worrying it might have something alive inside, then remembered the wilting
poinsettia I’d carried in a box from my uncle’s hospital room.
At the next session I told Dr. Bradford, ”My reason tells me that even if I
opened the cardboard box I keep worrying because it might have something live
inside, I’d find something else to worry about. I’ll keep doing it until I rescue
myself, right?”
Dr. Bradford smiled and said, “It’s good you’ve moved so you can be yourself. The
security you had was a prison since you unwittingly married a man like your
adoptive uncle to make things right.”
I nodded but wondered if he knew how hard it was to “be yourself”—how I sometimes
yearned for the security of that prison, that Norman Rockwell life where my uncle
and husband were the pillars of society others thought they were, recalling Joyce
Carol Oates’ novel I’d just read for class, We Were the Mulvanys: “It was the
oldest curse, older than God. Am I loved? Am I wanted?”
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“I find it strange to show my ID everywhere.”

“Times have changed and everyone has to. Focus on pros, not the cons. Make a
niche here, appreciate what you have, and look ahead. What you can do hasn’t even
been scratched.”
It was encouraging to hear but it made me think of that old Bon Ami cleanser ad
about chicks coming out of their shells not having scratched yet.
“I’m reading some Stephen King books you said were like my life but feel guilty
because professors say he isn’t literature.”
“He’s known all over the world.”
“Well, that doesn’t mean he’s good.”
“He ties things up and hits major chords.”
Psychologists probably looked at things differently so I asked, “Why do I have
less patience now?”
“You don’t have to please everyone anymore.” Dr. Bradford turned his hands over
and raised his palms and said, “You’re free”; but I remembered the time when
freedom rushed over me after I’d moved—but I could only handle it a few seconds
because it felt I was drowning, completely dissolving into bits. “You can’t fail
because you’re not taking classes for credit.” True, I no longer had that
pressure that the kids could no longer be taken away if I couldn’t support them.
“You can afford to be selfish, to be happy.” He repeated slowly and more
distinctly as if I couldn’t hear: “You’re free. Say it, you’re free,” and even
added, “Will you repeat it for me?”
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torn between.

eve /
christina guldi

an extemist fiction / anne lévesque
I.
The first offensive was protracted
The trigger,
Never identified
All summer my chest heaved my lungs besieged
We would have lost without the chemical weapons
II.
The enemy combatant appeared
One morning after love
I fingered
His bullet head
Inside my left breast
We had to use a knife
III.
A clandestine operation:
Ground forces strike my position rout.
Me across the yellow lines
The flight path of my grocery bags
The child soldier escaping.
On in-line skates
Post trauma disordered sit.
In my car sunglasses crushed.
Against my chest bruised.
The eyewitness runs out of the store:
Are you sure you’re OK?
But there is water
In your eyes
So delicate, I think, for a butcher.
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Is this where I surrender?

naked / agnes s kamalnath
The sheets are soiled.
The pillows picked up off the floor.
He, the liar, has run off after the cameraman
With hopes of buying those photographs,
Hurriedly trying to figure out the right price.
He trips on untied shoes
Pants still not fully on.
This love no longer undercover.
The cruel lighting of an image suspended.
Her back may be arched
Mouth gaping wide-open
Eyes bulging in pleasure
For the world to see.
But the lens focused instead
On her rolls (One too many)
The stretch lines around her navel.
His hands clutching her love handles
A bit too firmly.
Her breasts plopping
This way and that.
His head down, eyes shut tight, jaw clenched.
And that odd shot of him
Lying in bed reclining
Face up, half-mast
With a smile: open and bright
Like a child.
The breasts bound up now
And the rolls less obvious.
No longer that exact replica
Of a blow-up doll.
Simply herself.
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Seated in a dress

Putting on her pearls
Still on the bed
—Always the bed.
As he on bended knee
Pants still undone
Holds up a ring:
A diamond to match her pearls.
And so removes her
Permanently from any future
She might have envisioned for herself.
Her body still flushed
Begins to pale.
A tired smile (Or is that a smirk?)
Erupts, as she starts
Thinking about a wedding
Dress.

woman power / j. davis
Before twelve, I’d only occasionally
tripped around in plastic Cinderella
pumps with jelly straps or my mom’s
mid-height, oversized, often black,
dress shoes. Church was the first place
I wore heels that wasn’t my house or a
friend’s. Balancing on borrowed pumps,
church was also the first place my mom
called me a slut.
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*

At a high school party crawl, Mays, 17, and Richmond, 16,
toyed with and humiliated an unconscious Jane Doe, 16, then
bragged about it with tweets, pictures, and a YouTube video.
“She was so dead man, so fucking dead,” Mays laughed on the
video. She wasn’t. Anonymous recently brought the months old
case to public attention. Not to mine however, until a
feminist friend posted a Tumblr link, filled with screen
shots of tweets concerning the victim in the case.

Shouldn’t they charge that Lil Slut for underage drinking???
#Steubenville”
*
The lamps outside my church had begun attracting insects
when my mom dragged me out of the service. I’d been on the
brink of my Baptism, sitting at the head of a congregation,
surrounded by the plain blue stairs of an altar, edged with
the maroon of fake poinsettias. The words, Do this in
Remembrance of Me, were etched in script on the overhanging
lip of the stained oak pulpit. Baptism is a distinguishing
doctrine to my Baptist denominational roots. But as the
pastor prayed, his voice a soothing lull to finish a fiery
sermon, I remembered my mother. Her furious eyes fumed from
between the doorframe of the choir’s exit path. She never
drew in her eyebrows like most people—her anger still rests
in the smooth lift of her forehead, the slope of her mouth,
and the needle of her eyes. I followed her bent finger like
it tugged an invisible collar.
Outside, I teetered on unfamiliar heels beneath the lights,
on trial, while she told me I could make men sin. It was the
only time a member of my family painted a woman as more
powerful than a man. Here, he was powerless; if I didn’t
protect him, it was my fault. Later, she would pontificate
on feminine modesty and males’ unique sexual depravity. “How
can your college let girls walk about in pants or in skirts
that show their knees?” she’d ask my sister. “If a man raped
them, it wouldn’t even be his fault,” shaking her head,
seemingly concerned for women.
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*

The posts crossed gender; women bashed woman.
“Steubenville: Guilty. I feel bad for the two young guys,
Mays and Richmond, they did what most people in their
situation would have done”
*
My adolescent attempts to slip out of the house before my
mom caught a glimpse of my outfit rarely worked. She’d have
me slink through the family room, manipulating my movements
with her words. “Walk here. Bend over. See? I can see your
back. You look like a tramp.” She wasn’t always alone. “Tell
your daughter what men will think of her,” she’d prompt my
father, or “Would you ever want your future wife or
daughters to look like this?” she’d ask my brothers, whose
friends would occasionally be included if present. Raising
my arms in surrender to her words, I stood in front of one
of those friends. She pointed at the exposed skin, “Only bad
girls wear ‘hip huggers.’ Doesn’t it look trashy?” She
wasn't asking my brother, Darren; she was asking his friend,
Chris. “Sure, Mrs D,” he laughed. But he was laughing at me.

The Office is playing and Darren rarely stays awake past
eleven since his new fencing job, so it’s just me and Chris
now, but it’s cool; I’m young and I think college boys are
where it’s at. My fingers are kneading his shoulders per
request, although my hands feel too small. I’ve been
watching him play basketball since before I can remember.
There are two kinds of personhood, two ways of perceiving
the mind: agency and experience. Agency says yes or no,
makes plans, goes to school, writes an essay, teaches a
lesson. Experience feels the sun on a warm day, the cool of
nervous sweat, the weight of emotion, the memory of pain. A
psychologist, Kurt Gray, studied a body’s effect on this two
dimensional mind in 2011. When I lifted up my arms, when I
revealed more skin, Gray would say I lowered my agency and
ability to make decisions in Chris’ mind, but I also
increased my ability to feel, to experience pleasure—and
pain. I was less and more human. I was prime for him—so
sensuous with no sense.
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“Let’s go to your room,” he whispers. He holds my hand,

immobile, at his belt; my arm stretches down his bare chest,
my body curved unevenly over his shoulder.
“Sure.” I’m going to make out for the first time. I’m
holding my breath. I’m fourteen.
In the dark, on my pink-striped comforter, I learned you
always finish, yes is irrevocable, my brother sleeps heavy,
and my parent’s master bedroom is farther away than I
thought.
*
“There is no justice in Steubenville today. The girl asked
for it and wanted it, in my opinion. They gave it to her. No
crime. Appeal!”
I was—I am—scared to be Pope’s Belinda, making too much of
the loss of a lock, breaking two families apart over
nothing. Two families, friends since the day after half of
my house burned. Ice cream was a Sunday tradition at my
house, and gallons are cheaper. My mom had seen Mrs. Standin
in our new church. “If we buy the ice cream, can we come
over?” She never approached anyone with a hint of reserve or
expectation of refusal, my mom. Soon we were all eating ice
cream while I imagined thin trails of smoke still eking from
our house a few miles away.
*
These days, I think I’m powerful, which is different from
being so.
“I honest[l]y feel sorry for the boys in that Steubenville
trial. That whore was asking for it”
I do ask for it. Exposing skin, I dull minds, increasing my
vulnerability to pain.
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Masochism is a paraphilia the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual (DSM) lists alongside fetishes that disgust me—
exhibitionism, frotteurism, fetishisms, voyeurism,
pedophilia, and even necrophilia. Some degree of non-consent

characterizes most. Freud tells me it’s my father (but I
don’t think so), or perhaps an unconscious repression and
reversal of my masculine sadism brought on by a bisexual
bent, and an anonymous theorist Freud mentions claims this
reversal molds a desire to be held in the hands of a sadist.
But sometimes one is too angry to hurt.
And it is always a hard thing to confess.
The time I watched the video of Mays and Richmond, I felt
two things: disgust and desire.
Am I that powerless?
Perhaps Masochism deserves inclusion on the DSM’s list. But
I still think the word sounds sexy.
Masochist.
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the dress (poisoned, loaned, and golden flown) / m.e. gallucci
My laced veil sewn with diamond
suns.
I wish you many miseries
in this, our anniversary
with each step comes a
beast I’ve battled, a
sea I’ve saddled
while you,
you remain motionless
as though your grave leeched
into you, locking you
to land,
to remain without impetus,
content to stew in
your discontent, and the
debris of destroyed oaths, those
selfish seals you stole.
I rise.
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The gifts I gave,
gardened, grew,
garnered for you
I was true, you
laughed and lied, oh
I will call you the worst,
loathsome, shameless and
detested. I will tell you,
you are not courageous,
I will promise you, I am
faithful; the gods recall,
will make you repay
each syllable you swallowed
laced in lies

Laced, my veil lies at
my side.
In this golden chariot
I arise.
Goodbye, we,
we are no longer tied.

the dress (lantern woman) / m.e. gallucci
the sadness swallows and before i
punch and claw and clip to be
spit up, everything is
drenched to dark and dew and
i’m returned to the
damp dusk and told
goodbye
knees kneed in
palms kneed skin
all in black, big hat,
skin an
alabaster plaster for your
sal(i)vation
in a dress you don’t know
in a style you don’t know
in a state that
you don’t know
(skin and veins, bone and
lit soul, delicate and
apt to shred)
a story of a paperlantern bodied woman
with twenty-four ribs to
radiate
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one i writ(e)
and
one i live(d)

she still dreamt / miranda barnwell
One year I hardly left the window. I’d find myself there during the
afternoons, sitting on the piano bench or on the floor so my chin was just
above the windowsill. If someone had asked why I was there, I would’ve said
I was waiting for the children to come home from school. But school didn’t
get out until three and most days I was at the window by noon. I imagined
what the weather felt like – if it smelled like rain or if the wind was
rustling the leaves in the trees. I put my hand against the glass and tried
to guess the temperature. It wasn’t long before my vision would blur into
other worlds and other days, and it was there in the daydreams that the time
would pass. Too much time would go by and I’d have to catch myself, sit up
straight and look out the window, latch onto something or someone and focus
on not slipping away.
One day I looked out and saw our neighbors Tom and Lydia’s twin girls in the
street racing each other on their scooters. The girls held on with both
hands, one foot flitting to and from the ground as their pigtails flapped
behind their ears. They were laughing, their cheeks flushed with delight.
Then suddenly, the one I thought was Megan fell, her scooter skidded out
from under her and she landed on her knees and palms. I cringed, as she sat
back, her knees bent up in front of her, and looked up at her sister. Her
lips quivered before turning into a big, trembling frown. Her wails seemed
to cut through the walls and jab me in the stomach. I waited to see Lydia
appear, frantic in their doorway, but she didn’t. Megan was still crying,
her head tipped back and her eyes wet and crumpled, but now her sister,
Lindsay, was gingerly picking bits of concrete off the red spots on Megan’s
knees, her brow scrunched in concentration. That made me smile. Sweet
Lindsay – her hands were so steady and she seemed unperturbed by the blood;
maybe she’d be a surgeon one day. Megan was calming now, and I could feel
how sticky her cheeks must be, her tears just drying, and how silky her hair
would be beneath my lips. I closed my eyes as I listened to her sniffles
fade away. When I opened them again the girls were gone.
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Now the street was empty, not even a car passing by. All the men were in the
city at work, and the women at the shopping center in downtown East
Pennington, buying groceries and clothes for their children, a vase for the
mantle. The air was probably crisp, just enough for bare arms to get
goosebumps in a gust of wind. I hoped Viddie had remembered her sweater for

the walk home from school. Why not see if she had? I thought, and I flew in
my mind through the window and over the town until I found her: just left
the Junior High, walking down Elm, past Starbucks and the Post Office. I
hovered above her as she stared at her iPod, her thumb twirling back and
forth, unaware of my presence. She was wearing her red sweater. Then,
suddenly, I lurched back through the air, my hair blown against my face,
unable to control my direction this time. I found myself in the trashy part
of town as I halted above an old man in a stained white t-shirt with a
cigarette dangling from his lip. In his backyard, which was cluttered with
furniture, he swaggered and yelled like a drunk. A fluffy striped tail waved
like a flag from a trash can. From behind a rotting couch, one, then two,
baby raccoons peered out. Their eyes were wide and alert as they watched the
old man, crouched low to the ground, their muscles tensed and ready to run.
I was watching the mama raccoon in the trash can, waiting to see what she’d
surface with, when the old man started making a ruckus by the house. A
boombox fell to the concrete before he emerged with a gun, a long one with a
wooden stock. He shook the gun in the air, then put his hands in the right
places and aimed it at the mother’s hind quarters, which were perched on the
edge of the trash can. It was as though the babies knew something bad was
about to happen – they started to paw at each other and squeal, making
noises I didn’t know raccoons could make. Then, a shot rang out. As I braced
myself for blood, I saw instead the mama dive down, her tail disappearing
after her. The babies ran away; I’m sure she told them to. The old man
dropped the gun and stomped on the dead, brown grass.
My lungs seemed to turn to ice in my floating chest as I had an inkling as
to why I was there with this old man. I watched the bullet fly up. Over the
fence and through the trees like a machete, out-racing bugs. I flew after it
as fast as I could. The bullet swung downwards, hit a street sign and
ricocheted to the right, down Elm. There, up ahead, was Viddie, her messy
bun bouncing above her backpack. As the bullet and I got closer, I could
even see the mole that lives just to the left of her spine on the back of
her neck. I knew what was going to happen and I slowed down, not wanting to
see, but the bullet kept going. It curved downwards at a sharper and sharper
angle, reaching for her. When the bullet found the mole like a magnet and
Viddie collapsed and disappeared into a bloody pile of Abercrombie and
Fitch, I squeezed my eyes shut.
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As I sat at the window, my eyeballs felt itchy and I figured I’d forgotten
to blink. Daydreams like that left me feeling faint and slightly sick. I
wanted to run to the kitchen, grab the car keys and search the streets until
I found Viddie and Samuel and brought them safely home, but my sister,
Linnea, had told me I had to let them have their independence, so I rubbed

the back of my hand along my cheeks and tried to think happy thoughts.
That’s what she told me to do when I got worked up.
Dan came to mind, which surprised me. A memory of college, when we were
first dating. We’d gone on a hike, which was unlike us, and found ourselves
in a field of grass up to our waists. We ran around like kids playing tag
and Dan grabbed me and lifted me into the air high above his head,
pretending he was in a strong man contest. I’d been afraid up there, but his
hands gripped me firmly and I trusted them, and with the breeze and the sun
bouncing across my body it was easy to be thoughtless. Then he carried me
over to a tree and put me on a high branch as a trick. I surprised him by
climbing higher. My skirt got snagged and I tugged it free without the
slightest concern. I climbed until the branches became too spindly for my
weight and perched, clinging to a branch by my chest, as I listened to the
squawks of the birds I’d disrupted. Through the leaves, I saw Dan scraping
his foot along the tree’s trunk and clawing at the bark as he tried to
propel himself up. I laughed a little to myself and caught a whiff of
lavender in the breeze before I made my way down.
Through the window I saw Viddie walking up the path. It took my eyes a
minute to focus on her. Her nose was red and her face drooped like she was
tired. As she came in the door, she yelled, “Mom,” and punctuated my name
with the thud of her backpack. I went into the entrance hall and kissed her
on the forehead, glad to see her in one piece.
“How was your day?” I walked into the kitchen to make tea and she trailed
along behind me. As she sat on a stool, she said her day was fine, nothing
happened. Sam wanted her to tell me, she said, that he was going to be home
early from basketball practice – the coach had to be somewhere – so to plan
on having dinner ready early. I glanced at the clock on the stove and said,
“Well, I guess we’d better get started.” Viddie nodded and looked at the
nail she’d been biting. She had a big stain down the front of her shirt.
“What in the world happened to your shirt?” I asked, putting the kettle on
the stove so hard it clanked. With a dull expression, as though the topic
bored her, she said that she’d spilled her chocolate milk at lunch. It drove
me crazy how clumsy she was. Getting two mugs from the cupboard, I shook my
head and said, “I’m gonna have a heck of a time getting that out.”
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life, interrupted / betsy kassoff
all the ways life is interrupted
books dropped under couches
cold cups of tea filed in bookshelves
staring at rooms I have entered
with purpose
but no longer know why
I realize as the phone rings
that I have forgotten
who I’m calling
can I speak to the person
who knows who I am
the lines of the garden are
blurry with overgrown vines
the blackberry brambles cackle in triumph
I pick up the book
the phone
the garden shears
I try to remember
the sense of it
the way it was
but
the
the
now

the thread is dropped
pattern hazy
path that was so clear
animal track fading into nothing

can I make interruption
the opportunity to renounce nostalgia
to allow myself to drift in fog
hear the quiet splash of nearby oars
and not know if we will meet
or glide silently past each other
on our way to separate destinations
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can I let the wind and current take me
can I let now be enough

tears.

michael's
sex /
christina
guldi

fuck the goddess of fertility / alexa doran
That bitch. The one with wheat germ crusted to her
chest, whose mouth is a spigot caught in the crossfire
of a cornflower’s breath. We should all be so lucky.
Standing bare except for braids, saying things like
husband, expecting a reply. Tossing seeds like some
tottering bridesmaid, when the wind would do the job
just fine. You can keep your cornucopia. Your thistles.
Your sod swollen hands. Go on—tell them about your
second chance. How you took the steep steps of your
father’s gullet, felt the drill of his tongue, the
spackle of his spine, as he released you. Tell them how
the cycle repeats—how mother turns to daughter, feed
me. So you felt the small weight of her body budding
against yours, felt your body open and her crown spit
forth. Who are you to decide which womb to stretch? to
say who has room for another? Seriously, love is just a
palette for sin without children.
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back when my bones were a goddess / allison walker-elders
we slept between the roots of trees
in one of the few warm months the North offers.
Our skin, covered by polyester and cotton;
our eyes, eyelids, stars and sky.
We slept through the night because we were young,
the night terrors that plagued our mother
never visit us. She lay apart.
My body curled around yours, and our blood
flowed in concert. Our lungs breathed a
conversation.
And our mother, custodian,
guarded our temple, guided by the moon and tree
and still water.
These things were ours forever,
back when my bones were a goddess.
We were young and safe and protected,
and now we are oh so mortal

my mother is bone black and white / megan harris
My mother is bone white and black
daughter born from cocaine breath
came out on the cusp of winter.
A wispy gasp and darkened heart
skin is paper stretched over bone
white sheet, dark pen, dark red.
Mother warns daughter to not love death
to not long to feel his dark eyes
fall upon her breasts.
Daughter is of winter locking,
a chest begging to be opened to light,
fill the lungs with dirt and breathe life.
Mother is bone white and black,
her burning head stares down
Daughter turns away again – frozen.
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water, knots, bone / betsy kassoff
longtime companion
the one who knows
the map of my body
more completely than her own
the one who held the box
while I sowed the cat’s ashes
is our love there spread out
knot by knot bone by bone
I’m not sure where love went
is it underground like my childhood creek
that disappeared to reappear
round the bend past the dry streambed
even digging deep I never found water
only dead leaves mushrooms and stones
those dead leaves rustle between us
we dig for each other and remember water
once it ran in rivers between our legs
we grew gills to breathe underwater
last week we tried tantric tricks
you breathe in I breathe out
but our lips were still dry still in doubt
we have forgotten the ceremony
the words like stones in our mouths
so we suck pebbles
in the dry desert
hold our breath
look for home
is your face wet
with sweat tears or foam
will we find leaves
sticky mud or just stones
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can we clone the cat
from one atom of bone

summer, texas, 2013 / andrea luttrell
This is the summer of anger.
The heat grows dull
as a dagger cut with bone.
On the news everything
is travesty, then farce,
then space between
commercials – the class action
suit against vaginal mesh,
the hickory steak burger,
the fries that refuse
to decompose,
salty as skin
after the ocean.
On the news I see women
in orange storm the capital
of my lone star, my true north
that seeps into everything
I do. Even my speech—first
drawl, then frenetic stutter then
drawl again. Such a profound
piece of my soul, I passed
it along. I hear it when
my son says mama.

A child is worth more than the mother,
the man said. The woman in the suit
claimed rape kits clean it all out.
As if the body’s memory were reversible.
As if nature, that hot-blooded beast
of endless rage, ever creating just
to destroy, could be defied by
a simple speculum and Q-tip.
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I stood with that almost bacchant
listening to the womb of the rotunda

echo, never again, never again, never
again. As if it were the earth
itself saying it,
as if the hard ground shook
beneath our hopeful ignorance.
Next to me, a woman in blue
held a crucifix the size of a football
and rocked from heel to toe.
Who was she praying for? She seemed
to pray for me. My womb now empty
had been full two years before. My son
was home with my husband. He lay
napping in the corner of his crib
as if trying to hue himself to the wood.
What would I have done
two decades ago when he took
me on the bathroom floor?
Broke what was
most mine, hidden wall
which could forbid
no trespass?
I was not willing,
but I did not say no. No
child grew from that invasion.
But if it had, I would have
emptied myself out,
mourned the necessity,
not the act, and certainly
not the “child.”
Now, my lesser child,
a book
(a dissertation to be precise)
I both want and don’t want
to write sits blank as a page
on a screen of pixels. White
as a fairy tale virgin. White
as the threat of death.
The book is my duty,

This poetry is my desire.
Husband and child, beloved intrusions.
Alone at my desk, I wonder
what if, what if, what if.
It all boils down to choice:
In the capital on the hill
where a river of women
chant beneath an unnatural
moon that bares its face
in daylight;
In my office, at the desk
on which my father drafted
his own dissertation.
But choice is such a tricky thing.
There are so few
of them really.
Our lives cajole and push,
riptide us into what comes next.
The beauty and the anger.
The tether to an anchor
hopelessly tangled,
we ache and struggle
to unwind.

tinctures / jade ramsey
Until the 1870s, the Victorian view of abortion and miscarriage
was different…a woman determined for herself if she was
pregnant. –Jeremy Agnew, Medicine in the Old West: A History
I.
He wanted me to decide the life I would live
inside. We stood in winter woods that grabbed
and fingernailed my petticoats. He proved
to me there’s life by slicing some meat
from the trees; the quick is always green.
There wasn’t much to choose from in the way
of men. Should’ve been happy at seventeen
that someone wanted to provide for me.
Surrounded by pine and hickory and sycamore.
But it was the oak I loved. He had his men
chop down so many and he showed me
the plans for our home. How my kitchen
would be just outside, like the other houses
in these parts. We’d already dug the well
deep. Such cold water. So many bricks.
II.
I’d lacked a woman’s blood for near three
months. Married for barely as long.
The home guide Mother’d given me when I wed
and left, convinced me it was an obstruction.
A simple blockage in the way of routine.
Mother’d had them sometimes. A common feminine
ailment. I knew, deep, I could choose to wait
for a quickening ‘round the next month. Further proof.
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I didn’t find the herbs the book said to blend, to swallow
only once. I had no Saffron, amber salt, or Myrrh. So I boiled
Seneca snakeroot into tea. As much as the stomach will bear.
I drank it again and again, till I felt my bowels turn, burn,
in dissonance. Green with sick, I squeezed my corset
tighter. ‘Till I bled and told no one.

golpe de calor / laura story johnson
She was nine months pregnant when I interviewed her. As she gently shifted the
dome under her dress to fit into the seat across from me I asked her if she
wanted anything.
No, gracias.
My coffee was lukewarm. Thankful that my vomiting had subsided, I treated
myself to a small cup to get through the two hour drive to meet her. I was
worried about the effect of caffeine on the cluster of new life bound to my
uterus wall. She was worried about her ex-boyfriend finding her again. She
wanted her next trip to the hospital to be for her baby’s birth.
It was May in the Midwest. It was May everywhere. People waving American flags
were still screaming about an alien invasion. Maybe they never stopped.
Vehement chanting: imported killers. It seemed that the torrid spring
impassioned them further. In Iowa the single largest raid of a workplace in
U.S. history resulted in the arrest of nearly four hundred immigrant workers.
In Arizona a man who called himself “America’s toughest sheriff” declared war
on illegal immigration.
Desert floor temperatures can reach one hundred and seventy degrees in the
Arizona desert in May. There is no way to comprehend that kind of heat. The air
becomes barbed wire at that temperature. The mind begs to peel open the body
from the inside. It was so warm in the Midwest that I’d planted potatoes two
weeks early. The dirt-crusted green heads of my pole beans had already forced
their way through no man’s land.
She told me that she was pregnant when she crossed. Her son stayed behind. It
is only now that I can comprehend that kind of sacrifice. Only now as I embrace
my own son and imagine the world without him. She would have held him before
she left. Held the crushing weight of an impossible goodbye.

Despedirse. Desperation.
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My aunt is a pediatric oncology nurse. She sent me a video and I watched a man
dance with his five year old daughter in a wedding gown. A little girl dying of
cancer. She would not live to get married so they gave her a wedding, a

father-daughter dance. He cradled her as she rested her fragile head on his
shoulder. I sobbed for them, for hours after I stopped the recording of their
last dance.
No one recorded her.
Two hundred and seventeen dead.
Two hundred and fifty-three dead.
Numbers only because their bodies were found. There is no water so there are no
tears.
I read an article about a woman who survived the death march from Kharkov.
Twelve miles in the bitter cold. Jewish mothers pushed their children away,
pushed them toward the crowds lining the snow. They pushed their babies into
the arms of strangers praying for them to be saved. I am selfish. I tried to
imagine and saw myself clinging to my son. I am not brave enough to push. She
was brave enough to walk away. My hands, though, have never been nailed to a
cross.
In Mexico, white crosses line the gates of hell. The heat killed them. Vehement
silence: deported death.
She stepped between those crosses and into the desert. Three days of walking in
the blistering, in the burning. I have only experienced that kind of searing
once, when my body peeled open to birth my son. My midwife called it the ring
of fire. My son traversed that inferno to survive. So did she.
Poverty’s henchmen force them to march. We stand in the snow and pretend not to
see the guns at their backs. I tell myself I am less culpable because the
guards are invisible. I tell myself it’s not my fault. They don’t really exist.
Where we are born, if we are born, is a matter of chance.
Four thousand and eighty-one dead.
Five thousand dead.
She was born into nothing. A matter of chance. Her son was starving. A matter
of chance. She was raped. A matter of chance. Her boyfriend beat her. A matter
of chance. She doesn’t matter. The story she told me is the throbbing quiet of
the desert. It is only when the heat becomes visible, translucent waves
swirling reality, that she can be seen. And even then she remains a mirage.
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Her neighbor called the police. She couldn’t remember if he had her by the hair

or by the throat. Somehow she was suffocating. The heat of the desert had been
suffocating. He was a murderer, but she was the criminal. He had a green card
and she didn’t.
Cold coffee sat untouched in my travel mug. She shifted to cradle her unborn
child. She told her story with no emotion but her eyes held the crushing weight
of an impossible grief. I watched her write her name on a piece of paper. Her
hand, gnarled from work in the packing plant, was unfamiliar with a pen. If
only her name could remain there, just there: safe.
Underground. That’s where the memorial for the sixteen thousand Jews from
Kharkov lists their names. Beneath the soil of Ukraine the murdered are roll
called to remember. The artist Luz María Sánchez recorded the names of the two
thousand four hundred and eighty-seven dead bodies found along the United
States-Mexico border in one year. Giving voice to diaspora. I listened to their
names, read through the causes of death.
Dehydration. Heat stroke. Unknown. Exposure to elements. Drowning. Heat stroke.
Drowning. Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. Unknown. A complete list of names does not
exist, will never exist.
I never saw her again. Where we are born, if we are born, is a matter of
chance. Her second child was an American citizen by birth. With venom, they
shout: anchor baby. When her son turns twenty-one he can apply for his mother
to immigrate lawfully. Twenty-one. I ask if they understand the uselessness of
an anchor that takes twenty-one years to reach the bottom of the ocean. Their
heat makes them irrational. They don’t see the tragic meaning of an anchor in
the desert. She pushed her baby into America praying to be saved.
On the drive home I tried to sob for her, for hours as the palm of my hand felt
the warmth of new life hidden within. But I couldn’t cry.
For Lazarus, the emigrant, Jesus wept.
It is May in Chicago. It is May everywhere. Pole beans climb in my apartment
window. The dirt from their journey through earth’s no man’s land barely clings
to their strong, bright leaves. My son asks every morning to water them and
tips the long trunk of his elephant watering can carefully, like I’ve shown
him. The water pours out filling the clay pots: rich, black soil carried in the
overflow onto the white window sill.
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mawing epiphanies / jade ramsey
See the fervent fields of tulips not just
the surface of the earth. Scorching deliberate
my blue glow we should burn the bulbs
before they flower and flame in virus.
Aphids vomit on the bulbs and give them sick.
The aphid that made me ill came on my chest
and mar stuck to my breasts poison and I am
painted like Rembrandt or the Master my beauty
is monstrous and I’m infected and no one but me
knows my petals are flaring teeth gnashing
my bulb should be burnt to a crisp to keep me
from fringing and breaking into stripes
of colors I didn’t know were even
there so I wake and rock back and forth
in the dark I am the Queen of Night
popping sleep pills to dream of slinking up
through a menagerie of stems where nectar
sings stink to me and some secretion locks me in
but I find the fallopian tube and arrive
with burnt tulips charred my tips crumbling to ash
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/tornado

cronicle / christina guldi

diluvium / JeFF stumpo
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boleyn / andrea luttrell
You were on my mind tonight.
Anne of the six fingers,
Not quite right, Not quite beautiful,
all haughty airs, dangerously smart.
What was in your heart those long frigid
nights in a mad King’s bed? Was it your desire
that rushed the throne? Or some unknown?
What machine drove the pulse
of ambition between your breasts? (So insidious
those tricks our fathers play, what repressed id
that isn’t even our own…) and there, on the
stone, your “but a small neck” so exposed,
I hope you thought of a sun-baked earth,
a future long, the mirth of an ankle haughtily
shone, a daughter, much more than queen,
a dream bought of blood and birth,
centuries of unbridled women
Who need no king.
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avocado milkshake pastiche / jenna jarvis
I have had only one disassociative episode:
one minute, I was reading Foucault,
and the next, I was peeling
yellow paint from the walls.
I had not read Charlotte Perkins Gillman, then;
the walls just happened to be yellow,
then primer, softer and vanilla-coloured.
The one time I took ecstasy was with this girl
who smacked her lips when she described the taste
of avocado.
She smacked her lips a whole bunch
when she was high, too.
The ecstasy came before the New Historicism,
which I blame for that breakdown.
Time churns easily. Paint jobs fall apart.
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predicated / m.e. gallucci
now i sit
with eyes on my wrists
thinking they’re real
thinking they’ll heal
protect and deflect all
ill will, thinking
they’re true, swallowing
pieces of light, staining my smile
and i have to fight battles
that are not easily won.
i fight. and i win.
repeat. repeat. repeat again.
and i do not rest.
so the words bursting from my mouth
volcanic with syllables
and traceable soundwaves
heavy vowels and consonants
slipped and hissed are
suitable signs of a life that’s alive,
slightly displeased with boundaries.
blanched like a cloud,
stained with scars of blood vessels, ruptured,
raw my voice creases like
fistfuls of paper
i am swallowing sobs and
choking in the process
my timing precise
i don’t desire condolences while
wishing the guilty the worst
nothing protects against villainy
stomach revolts from hypocrisy
this place is a fire cache,
longing to be lit
the singe, a shatter
like those bones
you’re on your way
a bag of bones, for which
i smile away

forever is forever / m.e. gallucci
Farewell’s a lie in that I
still feel your gloomy guts
those adjectives you served,
camouflaged on silver platter,
pearlized teeth and
wink of the watchcap.
When the age comes to forget things
I will persistently exist—
you studied me, so long your
cells shall maintain me
indefinitely
an echo, unmistakable,
irreplaceable and
irresistible
the name uttered, that your
accomplices can’t recognize but
sends your
blood pressure high,
eyes swollen wild, and your
family nodding wise,
on a search for
sugar

my latest imaginary meeting with a pervert / anja notanja sieger
I’ve agreed to meeting up with an Internet stranger named Baltie because we both write personal
letters for money. Baltie includes photographs in with his letters. He’s asked me if when we meet he
could take pictures of me, and I told him sure, I guess, but that I want mine to be prim and proper,
not like the raunchy topless ones that I’ve seen on his website. Before meeting him I decided it
would be a good idea to commission a letter. He responded quickly with a perfume-spritzed note
describing and celebrating my naked body. He also sounded confused about my request to be clothed.
We have never met. And now, because of this we will never meet. If we did meet this is just how I
would want it to happen…
I will descend the bus and the breeze coming off Lake Monona will ripple the long fur of my legs.
Right away I will see him sitting on a bench in his pink jiggalo suit and I will attempt to raise my
baseball cap at him, but my ponytail (fed through the hole in the back of my cap) won’t let me lift
it off my head. Instead, I’ll settle for wiggling my fingers in my friendliest lady ‘hello,’ and as
I do, my many neon glitter friendship bracelets will clack together a maraca beat. The mini troll
doll clip-ons that hang from my ears will dance to the rhythm and I won’t be able to stop myself
from smiling gleefully as soon as he notices me. My smile will be a silver prize I’ll award to this
tender pervert who has been waiting for me, a prize where the metal of my retainer is a trap for the
teeth and tongue hidden beneath.
"I have been waiting so long to meet you," I’ll moan as I continue to darken my shirt with light
yellow-orange sweat—something that I’ll unsuccessfully avoid touching because the American Lung
Association top I don will be four sizes too big. Big shirts should offer ventilation, but it’ll be
clear as I squeeze my body against his in moist embrace that this one has done nothing to conceal my
nervous stench. He’ll gasp for air after delicately extracting himself from my furry purple
stretch-tube scarf, the same one my aunt picked out for me at Walgreens on my 17th birthday and told
me it could be worn as a scarf, a skirt, a hat or a dress.
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"Baltie." I will purr his name with breath from my unbrushed yeast- and bacteria colony-filled
mouth, pulling at my Polly Pocket locket that holds a picture of my two deceased cats. And oh, I’ll
need their cat prowess that day. "Shall we walk?" He’ll shrug a yes so I’ll reset my pedometer to 0
and link my arm in his. His pink velvet will rub like a tongue against the crack of my arm. Walking
together I’ll notice how his strides are considerably smaller and slower than mine. I’ll look down
and notice the flashy pair of green and yellow crocodile shoes on his feet made of beautiful,
pungent leather, but awfully sharp and pointy. Nowhere near as comfortable as my filthy grey
gardening crocs will be that day. That day I’ll know what is best for the feet! And I will also
observe how he doesn’t wear socks, inviting all the blisters of the world to get to know his dainty

writer feet. Wool socks are not necessary, although they are the best, and of course that day, like
I’ve already said, I’ll be using only the best.
After a block I will wonder what time it is. I’ll stop walking, slap my muppet tote bag on the
pavement and fish around inside it for a second pair of glasses, Dad’s old aviator glasses. I’ll
explain to Baltie how my eyes have gotten so bad that I can’t even read my watch out of the ones I
“always wear,” though secretly I don’t actually need glasses at all and they hinder my vision. That
day when I come off the bus I’ll be sporting my brother’s pair from his freshman year of High
School, conveniently 15 years out of men’s style. My newly blurry field of vision will ensure I’ll
have to gingerly maneuver every existing curb or break in the sidewalk. After locating them, I will
have to push the aviators on right over the other pair since my Dad’s head is considerably larger
than both of his children’s. For added support I’ll have to strap a headband right over my baseball
cap to secure the dual spectacle rims in place. The center of the headband will have a pretty ribbon
rose on it. In the center of the rose will be a fake pearl shaped like a tear. However that day I
won’t be shedding any tears.
Only after all the extra rigmarole will I inspect the time on my watch with a squint. "It’s
three-oh-three, give or take a few minutes, should we go get a coffee or are you hungry for dinner?"
I’ll ask Baltie this, but before he has time to decide, I’ll spot an invisible tick on my khaki
knee-length cargo shorts and because of it I’ll shriek and flail my appendages. I’ll order him to
get the tick as I rip out a swiss army knife from of one of my Velcro pockets. He’ll take it, but he
won’t know how to open it. “Open it! There’s a tweezer in there, a scissor in there, a corkscrew;
argh, don’t be helpless!” I’ll snatch it back out of his limp hand and flip out the tweezers and
squeeze the dastard critter off my knee and toss it into the nearest dumpster.
Immaculate again, I’ll smile my metal at him, snaking my arm back into his. "Do you just want to
take me back to your apartment and take those photos of me?" I’ll reach into my money belt and pull
out my silly putty, my stress reliever. "Can we take the pictures like this?" I’ll pose with sleeves
rolled up, revealing uneven underarm shag, one hand lowering my aviators slightly to reveal the
frames beneath and my other hand pinching the silly putty into a pink blob on the end of my nose.
The roominess of my shirt and cargo shorts give the added effect of a malnourished woman drowning in
tan sacks of homeliness. And from these sacks issues a sudden wave of gas originating from the
broccoli-cabbage-cauliflower cheese pie that I had at noon, the noise of which will trumpet upwards
an octave, just like a question, sung rather than spoken. The question if it were translated to
words would be, “Am I still sexy?”
He’ll shake his head no, turn around and leave me to my prize: a pleasant date with my truest self
in the breeze from Lake Monona.
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upon discovering you have begun to lurk in the neighborhood,
i complete this in finality / m.e. gallucci
(After seven years)
you violated the ultimate human(istic) agreement:
I keep to my side of the bed, you keep to yours.
Staring at your constantly-fading face and
evaporating outline, if I learned anything,
it’s that I was made for better things.
I took a chisel to the bedframe and carved a gorge
between us. Gleefully, the Hudson burst the windowpanes
washed up a conch shell for my sailing home.
The last I’d heard the barnacles had blinded you,
so you could never objectify again; they complained,
even they, could not clean all that sin off of you.
The Hudson isn’t a river, it’s a tidal estuary; and I,
let’s clarify, was never successfully victimized.
We offer you eternity to feel seasick at the thought.
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muse no. 16 / luke kurtis

unshackled silence / jenann eilertsen
Flames of anger.
Witness of injustice.
Opening myself I try to shout out,
but I am silenced.
I plead to my sisters.
Where are you?
Speak up!
But all I hear is silence.
Silence!
Silence does not protect us.
It restrains us, and oppresses us.
Giving power to the ignorant mans words.
BITCH, SLUT, CUNT, WHORE.
Their words wrap around us,
strangle us, torment us and divide us.
They judge us.
Keep us in silence.
Silence!
Silence is our enemy.
SistersSisters I appeal to you.
Do not be dehumanized nor apologize!
We must cast aside our fear,
and tear off our shackles!
We must scream our words,
and end the silence!
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Because together we are truth.
And truth is power.
Together we will let our words flow,
and together we will change the world.

Miranda Barnwell graduated from Hampshire College with a
degree in Creative Writing and Women's Studies, and it was
there that she discovered her intention. She writes to simplify
the world around her and catch the fleeting moments, images,
and voices that captivate her. While she loves to frolic in the
details, her goal is to weave them all together both to
preserve them and to make them all mean something. Her work has
appeared in Glint Literary Journal and is upcoming in Piff
Magazine. She lives in Providence, RI and works in women's
health care.
Meeah Cross-Williams is a freelance writer and graphic artist
from Brooklyn, NY. Her recent short fiction has appeared or is
forthcoming from The Subterranean Quarterly, Per Contra, Off
Course, and The Milo Review. She draws inspiration from the
hope that her work might help fill the gap and give voice to
those who have been under-represented in literature until now.
To write for and to read those who share our perspective, who
are lonely as we are lonely, wounded as we are wounded, is to
know we are not alone, to strengthen, to begin to heal.
J. Davis is the embodiment
opinion of the editors.

of

woman

power,

in

the

humble

Alexa Doran is a poet who likes to flatter herself by
constantly inferring that she is the female Dante. She is a
student of the UNCW MFA Poetry program whose work is
forthcoming in Ekphrasis magazine. She is also the current
recipient of a Shannon Morton Fellowship. Alexa can’t pinpoint
the exact line that changed her from vessel, mere site of
dispatch (although it was somewhere between Rilke’s “You must
change your life” and anything Anne Sexton wrote) into someone
who can always turn to poetry and say I am fed. I am fed.
After sitting for months in a hopeless silence, JenAnn
Eilertsen grabs a number two pencil and begins to string
together words that are raw and daring. By creating poetry that
is both politically and socially motivated, JenAnn attempts to
release her only weapon—words. It is in this moment that JenAnn
realizes she is not hopeless. The power of her words has in one
way or another started a catalyst of progressive change within.
The words warp a normality we have been shaped to believe,
giving her glimpses of hope in a world of synthetic realities.
M.E. Gallucci is a writer and student. Certain mollusks of the
shell-seasoned seaside inspired Gallucci to consider the option
of excising entirely from the past in order to progress—
particularly if the past insisted on holding hostage. This
could benefit a paper-lantern bodied woman, ready to radiate.
Words were M.E.'s technique for tearing apart and repairing,
and they brought her the freedom she hopes every woman can
individually claim. More of M.E.'s poetry and prose can be
found in Hanging Loose, Monkeybicycle, and The Monongahela
Review among others.
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When she's disappointed in the mentality of her people and the
systems they have placed upon themselves, Christina Guldi
turns to Nature. Tearing Her open, seeking wisdom. Not
intelligence. After she has gathered what she is allowed from
analyzing the extraction's offerings, a pen and paper are the
tools used to knot the final stitches of her sewing back
together.
Megan Harris is a writer but so is everyone (basically). Megan
Harris is a feminist but so are you (hopefully). She's an
historian who has never misrepresented her past. How does she
go on to explain her story? She has a million words here to
choose from. How to go about condensing it into the lowest
possible amount? Where was she? What inspired this? There are
no answers. No quick ones, anyway. Sometimes writing causes you
to suffer but you go on writing because it is the truth. That
truth is a pain worth living with.
Jenna Jarvis lives/writes in Ottawa. She is currently pursuing
a Master's degree in English literature at Carleton
University/is about to release a chapbook titled The Tiger with
the Crooked Mouth through Bywords. She won the John Newlove
Award in 2012/a Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada Graduate
Scholarship in 2013. Her writing tears at the academy/rejects
metamodernism's tendency, for all its attempts at oscillation,
to privilege the privileged. In writing poetry, Jenna seeks to
embrace contradiction in all its forms.
Laura Story Johnson feels that becoming a mother was a
physical embodiment of the human connection. Yet becoming a
mother also shattered her understanding of self: at the same
time that she detached from her former ego, the issues she had
spent years researching and writing on as a human rights
attorney suddenly became personal. Creative nonfiction allows
her to put her self back together by providing a way to fathom
the connection/detachment between the self and the other, the
private and the public, feminism and motherhood. Her writing,
which has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize, explores such
themes. www.laurastoryjohnson.com
“Naked” in S/tick’s Fall 2013 issue is Agnes S Kamalnath’s
first publication. For Agnes writing is taxing; it often leaves
her feeling drained. Sharing the deepest part of oneself can be
painful, but it also brings her joy. This act of creation can
be a double-edged sword: both destructive and constructive.
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Betsy Kassoff loves women, her daughter, doing psychotherapy,
and poetry, not necessarily in that order. She is delighted to
be included in a women-oriented publication. When she arrived
in San Francisco in the eighties, she knew she had found her
home. She has made her way as a feminist psychologist,
including serving as the Department Chair of the Feminist
Psychology MA Program at New College of California, and as the
Clinical Director of a GLBT counseling center. Poetry,
psychoanalysis and feminism help her make sense of her world.
You can reach her at bkassoff@aol.com.

luke
kurtis
is a Georgia-born interdisciplinary artist
focusing on the intersection of photography, writing, and
design. His "muse" digital collage series approaches the
symbolism of tarot cards or even religious icons yet functions
beyond that realm. The muses possess a psychedelic fashion
sense, while layers of scientific and technical imagery bring a
sci-fi element to the works. kurtis uses his evolving technique
to highlight a vision of a new world where spirituality and
science are integrated aspects of the human experience. He
lives and works in New York's Greenwich Village.
“My dog ate my artist's statement.” Anne Lévesque spilled tea
on her laptop the day before yesterday and it doesn't work
anymore. She is writing this on her son's e-book. As she lives
2 hours away from the nearest repair shop, she won't find out
until next week if she will recover her docs (and music and
photos) and the Artist's Statement. Luckily she had recently
saved a copy of her novel, upon reaching the 75,000 word
milestone. In chaos and confusion.
Andrea Luttrell, as the daughter of an English teacher, grew
up listening to Hamlet and Edith Hamilton's Mythology as
bedtime stories. She's been in love with writing ever since.
She discovered her innate radical feminism while attending
Barnard College and has honed it in the years since. She has an
MFA in fiction from NYU and is currently working on her
dissertation, from SMU, on 20th Century women writers, violence
and subversion. She teaches in Fort Worth, TX, where she lives
for Tex-Mex and good books.
Jade Ramsey is an associate editor for Gingerbread House
Literary Magazine. Her works have appeared in Gargoyle, Stone
Highway Review, Blue Lyra, the Fairy Tale poetry anthology, On
the Dark Path, and is included in the Best New Poets 2013. To
her, each line of a poem is a tear in the whole, making
something unique of itself—if a line isn’t torn apart from that
whole, it only has one function; broken things are usually more
versatile.
Sarah Marian Seltzer is a feminist writer of fiction and
nonfiction in New York. Her craft is marked by a pursuit of
irony and darkness. Before she got her MFA readers said her
stories were too light. After her MFA someone said she should
put cute puppies in her work to break up the unremitting
bleakness. So now she is striving for a balance, what a teacher
once called chiaroscuro. She's a feminist blogger by trade, and
a recent winner of the 2013 Lilith Fiction prize. She tweets, a
lot, at @sarahmseltzer.
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Anja Notanja Sieger ignores craft while writing stories since
stories form their own intelligence as action is articulated.
She dislikes the word 'craft,' and prefers the synonym
'cunning' better. If a story is cunning then she tricks readers
into believing it explores any secret topic they need it to.
Craft doesn't speak to content like that, craft is simplicity
and structure. Rules. Anja is a feminist because she doesn't
appreciate other people's rules and expectations to begin with.
That doesn't mean she is a grouch, she's actually quite nice.

Anja writes friendly letters for strangers all the time on
www.laprosette.com.

Carol Smallwood started writing in grade school with a diary.
Most of her over three dozen books are library related, and
currently she’s editing or co-editing four anthologies for
librarians and writers. Her first collection of short stories
just came out, her second poetry collection out shortly after,
working up her courage to explore both types of writing new to
her; she writes daily to survive. She wishes there were more
outstanding magazines like S/tick and that women would support
each other more. Carol has founded humane societies and is from
Michigan;
her
great
grandparents
came
from
Canada.
When JeFF Stumpo writes, really writes, he's getting past his
own consciousness, the little I that says, "I want to make x,"
letting his subconscious reach out with its many hands and
stitch together all the things that he notices and discards
because he's intent on making something a certain way. It's not
New Age or Old Religion, and it's not about being a better him,
but putting aside himself for a while. What gets put back
together is not him, and _it_ is better for that.
As a writer on the path to medical school,
Allison
Walker-Elders uses her writing to heal herself. But not all
healing requires stitches and bandages. Her writing serves as
the scalpel. Through her work, she hopes to eviscerate her
identity, her queerness, her feminism, her anxiety, her guilt.
She lives just outside of Boston, where she is constantly
creating anew.
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